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Grab your practice system + bonuses today and discover how you can:Instantly lower 5 to 10
strokes from your golf scoreSink more putts inside 6 feet to save parStop 3 putting (and hating
yourself for the rest of the round)Get up and down from anywhere around the greenDial in your
club distances to make better club selection choicesTrack your stats to see your
improvementIncrease mental toughness to begin and close out a golf roundAnd much much
more!



Weekly Practice Plan Set-UpWelcome to Week 1 of our Golf Improvement Academy. By now
you’ve read through all the educational material to learn the fundamentals behind putting,
chipping, and the golf swing. You’ve also printed out our Scorecard worksheet as well as each
individual statistic tracking worksheet (FIR, GIR, Scrambling, Putting). These will be used to
track your results when you go out onto the course and play 18 holes.Now you’ve reached the
practice plan portion of our Golf Improvement Academy. There are 12 weeks of practices for you
to print out and put into your Academy Improvement Binder/Workbook. Each week has 3
practices so it’s important to make it to the course at least 3 times per week.If you go to the golf
course more than 3 times per week, we’ve included extra credit practices on our website you
can use if you wish.Our 3 weekly practices focus on the key 5 areas of your golf game:Fairways
in RegulationGreens in RegulationScramblingChippingPuttingYou’ll find the skill name, list of
drills, and instructions on how to complete the drills. A worksheet will be included so that you can
fill it out at your practice to track your results as instructed. You’ll also find an Estimated
Completion Time after the instructions so that you can get a feel for how long each section of
drills should take as well as your total practice time if you were to add them all together. The
practices will typically run 2-4 hours total so consider it a substitution for an 18 hole round of
golf.We want you to practice with purpose. In order to help you do so we have included an
educational page that breaks down putting and chipping into specific areas or objectives. You
may have never thought of putting or chipping in this way so hopefully we give you new focus to
your short game and why you are doing the drills or the areas you should be covering when you
practice.Objectives for Short Game ImprovementOur 12 week practice plan covers all of these
areas of putting listed below so that you become a better putter all around and discover certain
areas that are a weakness to your short game. Each week we will briefly outline what areas our
putting drills will be covering so be sure to read the overview and instructions before completing
the drills to learn why you are doing them.Putting Areas to Improve:Close Distance Putting (2
feet – 10 feet)Goal is to make 70% or more consistently at different distances from the holeLag
Putting (from 20ft away from hole and beyond)Goal is to get 70% of putts within 3 feet of the hole
from various distancesBreaking PuttsGoal is to make 70% of putts for putts that break leftGoal is
to make 70% of putts for putts that break rightDownhill PuttsImprove your make percentage and
confidence for when you get above the hole and face a downhill puttGoal is to make 70% of
downhill putts from various distances while controlling speed so misses are still
makeablePressure Putting (makes in a row)Drills that force you to face some pressure such as
making a certain amount of putts in a rowUp and Down Completion PuttsImproving your ability
to save par with a one putt after chipping it onto the green in the previous shot.Goal is to convert
70% of up and downs by making the par saving puttScore Putts (putts for birdie, par,
bogey)Drills to simulate situations where you face a birdie putt, par putt, or bogey putt so that
you increase your makes out on the golf course in a live roundFringe PuttingGoal is to improve



the amount of putts you get close to the hole when putting from the fringeGoal is to improve the
amount of putts made when you are putting from the fringeChipping Areas to
Improve:FringeImproving your ability to chip from the fringe for situations where you are unable
to puttGreenside rough (shots 1ft to 5ft from the edge of the green)Improving your ability to get
chip shots close to the hole from the rough when you just miss the green by a few yards or
less.Distance from green chips (Shots from 1 yard to 20 yards away from green)Goal is to get
70% of chips within 3 to 6 feet from various distances away from the green and not just the close
distances.Goal is to extend your range so you feel confident chipping from 15 yards away and
still believe you can get the ball next to the hole for an easy puttDistance to holeBeing able to
chip 70% of shots within 3 feet to different distance holes on the practice green.You’ll face holes
that are close to your position from the rough, holes that are in the middle of green, and holes
that are on the opposite side of the green as you.We call holes about 10-15ft away “short
holes”We call holes about 20-30ft away “medium” or “middle” holesWe call holes about 40ft and
beyond “far” or “long” holesRemember these terms when reading through the practice planFlop
ShotImproving your confidence in using the flop shot for certain situations where green space is
limited and the ball needs to stop fast with little roll.Bump and runImproving your ability to hit low
shots that roll the majority of the way to the hole when you have a lot of green space to work
withMultiple wedgesImproving your chipping ability with different lofted wedges to allow you to
use creative shots for tough situationsImportant Instructions – Please ReadBeing a fellow golfer
who has shot between 70 – 140 over my years, I have gone through many different experiences
that you’ll similarly face. That being said, here are some obstacles or objections that I expect you
to encounter with these practices and my solutions for them.Obstacles & Objections1.
TimeSome people are limited to practicing because of work, family, or other life commitments.
You should expect the practices to be intense and take a great amount of time (2-4 hours)
depending on your skill level. Find 3 days a week to get to the course and work 4-6 hours on
your game. If you can’t then this program probably isn’t going to work for you because it’s
designed for serious golfers who want to see their skills improve and scores drop and the only
way that can happen is high volume of repetition and lots of hours at the golf course.2. Some
golf courses have two separate short game greens, one for chipping and one strictly for
putting.This will complicate the “Up & Down” section of practice.Solution: Place balls randomly
around the putting green and pretend you have already performed the chip portion of the up &
down. Attempt to sink the different putts from random distances and if you make the putt then
count it as up & downs completed.3. Some golf courses have flat practice greens.This will
complicate drills that involve downhill putting and chipping that were supposed to help you for
when you face downhill situations out on the golf course.Solution: You’ll have to practice downhill
shots out on the actual course in your spare time when the course isn’t very busy. You won’t be
able to do a lot of reps or the drills exactly as they are written but you can at least be aware of the
need to spend some time doing downhill work out on the course. For the practice green just do
normal reps on the flat surface instead.4. Sand/Bunker Shots.We did not include any of these in



our program because many facilities do not have practice bunkers. Some do though but we left
that part out so you’ll need to find time on your own to work on bunker play. Sorry.5. Busy
Practice GreensFor our drills we request a lot of high repetition. We expect you to use just sets of
10 balls to complete them to help you focus more and not mindlessly hit 50 balls to the same
hole. Hitting sets of 50 balls will also not work well because many balls will bump into each other
and mess up your performance. By hitting sets of 10 you should be able to stay more organized
and in the event that greens are busy 10 balls can be reduced to 5 so that you aren’t getting in
the way of others. Usually they’ll respect that you’re working on short game on your own hole
and other people will leave that hole alone that you’re going to.6. Missing Practice Days &
Weather InterferenceSome days weather may cause issues so by giving you 3 practices to
complete in 7 days we hope you’ll be able to get out to the course still and finish them all. If for
some reason you can’t get all 3 done in the 7 day week then don’t skip the practices. You’ll just
have to add on a 13th week since you’ve fallen behind a week. Each practice builds off the other
essentially so you shouldn’t skip around either. Maybe it works best to make up the practices by
doing 5 of them in one week.7. MoneyIt costs money to play golf. Our practices only focus on
using the driving range and practice greens that golf courses have usually. The practice greens
are free but the driving range will cost money. We’ve factored this in to our practices and decided
it’s best to select 60 reps as our number for each practice on the driving range. This is about a
medium bucket of balls and should run about $5 depending on the golf course.
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Weekly Practice Plan Set-Up Objectives for Short Game Improvement Chipping Areas to
Improve: Important Instructions – Please Read Week 1 Practice – Days 1, 2, and 3 Week 2
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